Tech Show Opens Friday, February 28
Knee And Solomons Have Starring Roles

The first performance of the 1958 Tech Show, "Out in a Limbo," will be held tonight at 8:30 in Kresge Auditorium. Tickets will be on sale at the door the evening of each performance, and will also be on sale from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in building ten until the last show. There will be three other performances, on March first, seventh, and eighth.

On March 15th the show will go on the road, to Northampton, Massachusetts, where the performances will be given for the students of Smith, University of Massachusetts, Mount Holyoke, and Amherst.

This year's musical comedy concerns a group of New York intellectuals who become bored with life and decide to go to a small island which may soon be blown out of existence by an active volcano. The plot hinges around a businessman's exquisitely available daughter and the attempts of the group to get out of a seemingly hopeless situation.

Playing one of the major male leads is Dave Knee, a talented graduate student in mathematics and a graduate of CCNY. Gus Solomons '60, who injured his first several weeks ago in dancing practices, has taken on a non-dancing part under director's orders, and has been doing all the choreography. Also in the cast are Bobby Shane and Phyllis Luberg, from B.D., and MIT coed Elaine Bouve '56.

Draper To Speak In Museum Of Science To Air Force Assn. On Inertial Guidance

Dr. Charles Stark Draper, head of the instrument laboratories, will deliver an address on the topic of inertial guidance at the Museum of Science Building on Tuesday, March 4, at 8 p.m. This admission-free lecture, sponsored by members of the Air Force Association, Boston Squadron, was originally scheduled for the evening of Tuesday, February 18.

Dr. Draper is a pioneer in inertial guidance. Research which he began in 1939 has led to an extremely accurate guidance system for aircraft, to a small island which may soon be blown out of existence by an active volcano. The plot hinges around a businessman's exquisitely available daughter and the attempts of the group to get out of a seemingly hopeless situation.

Playing one of the major male leads is Dave Knee, a talented graduate student in mathematics and a graduate of CCNY. Gus Solomons '60, who injured his first several weeks ago in dancing practices, has taken on a non-dancing part under director's orders, and has been doing all the choreography. Also in the cast are Bobby Shane and Phyllis Luberg, from B.D., and MIT coed Elaine Bouve '56.

After playing their best hockey of the season for two periods, MIT's varsity hockey team tired and a rough defeat UConn, 17-1. UConn's two offensive lines. The Jumbos' goalie, but by the final period, MIT's two offensive lines were limited only to breakaways.

The Cardinal and Gray defeated UConn for the New England Championships.